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I'm Tracy k Smith, and this is the slow down.

00:19
Sometimes, when the world has seemed dead set upon forgetting my every effort, I realized that I
am in the very beginning stages of what might prove to be a period of growth, slow growth,
painful growth, an uphill slog that will involve struggle, and tears. But that might also help me to
get somewhere. I think of the phase of life astrologists would call my Saturn return years 2829 30 I
was always wanting something, always trying to get someplace. There was always one simple
goal dangling before me that try as I might, I just couldn't meet. If we could just fix this
relationship. If I could just land a decent job. If there were only more trust, if there were only more
money. Looking back now, I see how it was often the lack of those very things that gave me the
tools, or the insight or the resourcefulness that made a happier and more abundant life possible.
Sometimes I wonder if those phases of struggle and growth, lack and abundance, chaos, and
enlightenment? I wonder if they're simply the natural states every life inevitably swings between?
What about the people who move through life without making all of the mistakes, or suffering all
of the setbacks the rest of us seem destined for? I wonder if they might carry their struggle on the
inside, where it's less apparent to others, but no less of an encumbrance to them. Today's poem
attests to the difficult the despair inducing moments we all must eventually confront. And it holds
up the many kinds of miracles that come our way and sustain us. Mercury and retrograde by
Cheryl Luna. The day ended badly with a broken ankle, a jinxed printer, and a dead car. The dry
yellow grass against the sunset saved me. roosters prance across a lawn of shit. Proudly plumed
in black feathers bobbing before the grey goats. It was the first day I saw God in the quiet and
found a mustard seed was very small. There I had been for years cursing, why, and all the gold in
the sun fell upon me. There was a white mare in the midst of brown, small, majestic and the
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refinery clouds. Even the radio wouldn't work. My mother limps and her hair falls out. The faithful
drive white Chevy trucks or yellow camrys and I'm here golden on the smoking shockless bus. I
lost language in this want. Each poem dust, Spanish fluttered as music across the desert. Even
weeds tumbled unloved. The police siren seared the coming night. Dogs how old helplessly sad.
Low I walk the Valley of Death love lingers in my heart eyes manyana never comes just right. I
mend myself in the folds of paper songs. Ring my paper bells for empty success. Giro nada. If I
sing long enough, I'll grow dreamlike and find a flock of pigeons white underwings lifting awkward
bodies like doves across the silky blue white sky.

04:49
Slow down is a production of American public media in partnership with the Poetry Foundation.
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